Syllabus for JRF (Linguistics) ISI Admission Test 2017

Programme Code: JLNK

Paper I (Test Code: LNA)

Morphology in structural and generative grammar - morphophonemics - morphology and syntax - the conceptual complexity of word - word formation processes - the concept of productivity - lexical morphology - lexical generativity.
The semantics of words - the relationship between form and meaning - synonymy, antonymy, homonymy, polysemy - componential analysis of meaning - collocation and set - lexical gap and semantic field - marked vs. unmarked terms - psycholinguistic theories of word meaning - general observations on changes of word meaning - lexical semantics.

Sociology of language and sociolinguistics - sociolinguistics and traditional dialectology - speech community - verbal and speech repertoire - linguistic variation - social network and communities of practice - language and culture-ethnography of communication - linguistic variation and diversity - language planning - language treatment and cultivation - language management.
Psycholinguistics - Discourse studies - Stylistics - Bangla language and linguistics.

Paper II (Test Code: LNB)